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he first time this anarcha-feminist got pregnant, she also
got a little confused. I knew that
I didn’t want to be pregnant. But
I also knew that I didn’t want to
pay a wealthy, white, male doctor
to perform an invasive and trau
matic abortion procedure on me.
I wanted to experience my abor
tion as an empowering event in
my life rather than a shameful
mistake, and I wanted to actually
experience my abortion. I wanted
a menstrual extraction — the least
physically traumatic, least expen
sive, ^md, unfortunately, least le
gal form of early-term abortion
that exists todav..

T

For those of us unhappy with invit
ing chemicals or surgery into the abortion
scene, menstrual extraction is an alterna
tive option that can be safe, effective, and
cheap. Developed in 1970 by feminist
activists as an alternative to back-alley
abortions, this underground technique has
a rich revolutionary history that has some
how remained disappointingly absent
from the struggle to reclaim reproductive
rights. In a time when 87 percent of coun
ties in the U.S. lack an abortion provider,
according to the National Abortion Fed
eration, menstrual extraction has the po
tential to provide a low-cost, early-term
abortions across geographical, cultural,
and economic borders. But, why hasn’t
anyone heard of it?
In one of the powerful social phe
nomena of the 1960s, thousands of wom
en across the U.S. formed self-help groups
and began to re-explore gynecological self
care for the first time since the emergence

I of the professional medical establishment
I decunated our access to woman-con; trolled reproductive technology. These
women peeked at each other’s cervixes,
completed their own wellness exams,
and in 1970 finally developed an abor
I tion procedure that involved no drugs
and no doctors.
Menstrual extraction mimics the
' vacuum aspiration method of abortion

1

but can be performed safely by g trained
layperson in a woman’s home, without
anesthesia or much medical equipment.
The procedure is recommended only for
early-term pregnancies, no further along

I than six to seven weeks.
)
The technique itself is shockingly !
can be i
found in a home kitchen and a scientific
isupply store for under $100. A flexible •
plastic instalment with a rounded tip,
' called a cannula, is inserted into the vagi
na, through the cervix, and into the uter
us. The cannula is attached to a length of
^aquarium tubing, which empties into a
quart jar fitted with a mbber stopper. A
I second length of aquarium tubing leaves
I the jar, attaching to a plastic syringe. A
! two-way bypass valve prevents air from
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, entering the uterus wh||e the syi^p creates suctjon, and the con
tents of the uterus qre; safely and quickly extr^p.tpd into the jar.
It:s.qiiick, usually-lasting i5'304niimtes, apd |hp only pain is like
■ expenencing a regular pyclewofdtofjnenstai^pramps all in just
a few mmutes. The pain is be£!iable.;'Piercls no anesthesia neces
sary, no painful and fr^qroatijc (Jilatioi}
ceivix, and no sharp
metal instruments involved. '
;■
'
When it was, developed, menstry^. extraction presented an
unparaUeled levelrjf effectivenesspd physicaLsqfety'for millions
of women, when compared :to-^e:alternative pf a 'fback alley’’
m 1971, and soon LQsAngeles.’feniinist activist? toojc to the road,
sharing menstrual e;5traotion,wi^ ivompit across.thejcoyntry. The
popularity of women’s self-help groups soared, and a strong un-

der^und network ofmenstrual extraction practitioners—almost
air female — developed. The new technique succeeded in regeneratmg fervor for women-controlled reproductive health care and
the struggle for the legalization of abortion continued.
Despite the ain^g step forward that menstrual extraction
provrded for women’s access to abortion, the momentum sur
rounding rt slowed almost to a halt with fee Supreme Court decisron of Roe v. Wade iri 1973. Women in fee U.S. were granted fee
legal right to have an abortion — feat is, fee legal right to obtain
a socially acceptable form of abortion, provided only by a doctor,
for a price. Roe v. Wade left menstrual extraction in the dust be^
cause fee legalization of abortion didn’t apply to this underground
technique. “In those places where abortion became accessible and
mexpensive,’’ due to legalization, “menstrual extraction, quite nat
urally^ lost impularity,” stated Lorraine Rothman, fee technique’s
key pioneer. Women returned to a dependence-on surgical abor
tions provided by fee for-profit medical profession, and feminist
activists turned their attention to fee establishment of legal abor
tion clinics, relegating menstrual extraction to a place in fee his
tory of the feminist movement.
A resurgence of interest in menstrual extraction is well docu
mented in media archives from the late 1980s and early 1990s
when fee Supreme Court’s Webster decision granted
power to restrict abortion. Articles in every major U.S. newspaper
and news magazine profiled a renewed concern among women
regarding meristrual extraction as a safeguard against fee recritni:
nalization of abortion. In 1989, Lorraine Rothman and fee Fed
eration of Feminist Women’s Health Centers (FFWHC) produced
fee film “No Going Back,” an instmctional guide to performing a
menstrual extraction. FFWHC activists again traveled fee country,
doing demonstrations of fee technique and marketing menstrual
extraction kits for $90. The resource guide A Woman’s Book of
Choices: Abortion, Menstrual Extraction, RU-486 was published
in 1992 by Rebecca Chalker and Carol Downer, and remains fee
only widely available resource on fee technique.
“There is a resurgence of women digging out their menstrud ■ •
extraction kits,” and remembering why they had them in the flri^
place, Rothman stated in 1991. Menstrual extraction had reached |
a point of being publicly acknowledged and feus somewhat legitli!l
mized. Carol Downer cited the existence of qiproximately 2006 §
menstrual extraction practitioners in fee U.S. in 1992—a signifilf
cant number in consideration of fee truly grassroots beginning and
clandestine nature of menstrual extraction.

That was the last time menstrual extraction appeared in the||
public spotlight Underground, the body ofknowledge surround^®
mg menstrual extraction stiU exists. So do networks of exocnll
enced women who’ve been performing them for 30 years, -^bufi
these practitioners arc few and far betweea It’s amazing'h^a
many anarcha-femihists and reproductive rights activists'bS
never heard of this technique that has the potential to changc»
way women experience abortion. It’s amazing that in 2002^aKmost 3ayears after the legalization ofabortion—I foundnryseS
making a secret phone call and using code words to obtM-^
abortion. Roe v. Wade may have granted women the legal rigl^
obtain publicly acceptable fomu of abortion, but it didn’t gj^^
me access to the low-tech, empowering abortion I wante4j?“S
The current political climate in die U.S. places the ftito#
egd abortion in the U.S. in danger, and many concerned wpjpe^
anticipate a battle against the Bush administration in th^ n^
so-distmt future. Feminist communities across the coun^V
beginmng to recognize the need to arm themselves with opti^
and the need to “take up the cannula” as a way of “taki^^
arms, as suggested by Lynne Randall, former director of
lanta Feminist Women’s Health Center! Once again, menstaS
extraction ipay veiy well become a visible act of resist^^
the recriminalization of abortion. Until then, it maintainsthfp^
tential to serve as an accessible, empowering, and safe alterp^
tive to conventional abortion, and it provides every wonum t^
opportumty to use her abortion as a step toward reclaiming;^-':
skills and the technology of her reproductive heritage. ★, ' •X*' *
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Laurel.Hara & her partner are members of The Confluence Co^
lective in Grand Junction. Colorado. She's also a student atthet
Institutefor Social Ecology, studyingfeminist reproductive hea!^^^^
perspective & community organizing. For more info on
extraction, contact her at kohl^enny@yahoo.com.
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Menstrual Extraction
Through working for abortion reform in the early
1970s, the early self-help clinic in Los Angeles
became acquainted with the new, gentler suction
method of removing.the uterine contents—a method
' which was to revolutionize alsortion technique. Out of
this work they evolved the technology, for removing a
woman’s flow, on a monthly basis or less often, and
called it menstrual extraction.
They unearthed articles in Russian and Chinese
medical journals showing hand-operated vacuum
equipment and recommending the procedure for con
traceptive purposes. They were aware of research in
the United States on early-termination aspiration
abortion without cervical dilation and with the use of
a large syringe attached to a flexible plastic caimula
(similar to a soda straw) or a portable foot pump.
The group found that menstrual extraction was not
difflcult to learn and that the introduction of a sterile
four-millimeter cannula into the uterus was not traumaflc because it did not require that the cervix be
dilated. There was no cutting or scraping, so simple
sterile procedures were sufficient; anesthetics were not
necessary; and the suction was sufficient to extract
all or most of a woman’s flow in around 20 to 30
minutes.
The discovery that almost any woman could leam
the technique of menstrual extraction was accom
panied by the discovery of several obvious and very
practical uses for it. Women could free themselves of
heavy, crampy periods, or avoid having a period if
it would interfere with travel, vacation or perhaps
an athletic event, and could extract the contents of
the uterus if there was the possibility of unwanted
pregnancy.
Although menstrual extraction evolved out of work
to make abortion safe and legal, the 1973 Supreme
Court decision changed the group’s primary inter
ests to research of the method. They did not expect'
that all women would use menstrual extraction as a
backup when birth control failed. They were aware,
however^ that one or two menstrual extractions a year
carry far less health risks than either an lUD or the
Pill.
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Nteistnial extraction and early termination abor
One frequent objection to menstrual extraction is a
tion are similar technically, but menstrual extraction
fe^ that the introduction of a cannula into the uterus
is not performed in a medical setting. When done by . will cause infections or other complications. Over the
an experienced group, it can be used simply as a
past decade, hundreds of women doing menstrual ex
home-care procedure by women wishing to gain
traction in the United' States and in other countries
knoudedge about their bodies and menstrual ^cles
have reported that they do not have more or fewer
and to exert more direct control over their reprc^ucinfections than other women and haw noted that the
tive lives.
j passage of a very small cannula into the uterus does
AUhough prior discussion with her doctor as to her
not appear to have any eflect on a woman's abili^ to
intendon in using this particular technique is not ab
cany a fliture pregnancy. It would seem, however,
solutely necessary, having a physician available,
that the primary reason for this excellent safety record
should any medic^ questions arise, would Airthcr inis the rigorous selection process any group doing
oease the safe^ of the procedure.
menstrual extraction follows and the care with which
Menstrual extracUon can be done in a woman's
the
procedure is carried out. Women who have a te&hmne or a self-help group's meeting place and the
deo^
toward infection probably should not elec^ h)
woman having her flow extracted controls all aspects
have menstrual extraction. If they do, they take extra
of the {xx>cedure. Women generally learn the techprecautions. Sometimes a woman who is Ughly moti
Ip^ue by participating in groups with more experivated but has a very sensitive cervix chooses to toler
Itoccd womens first observing and then having their
ate the additional discomfort in order to have an
lown menstruaf^tractions. Although the rudimentary
extraction.
!a^)ects of the procedure can be learned in a few I
Menstrua! extraction should not be viewed as an
•weeks, the kno^edge and skill necessary to the reaattempt to avoid menstruation or short-circuit natural
scMial^ safe^ of the procedure usually develop mrer
functions. It is a means for a woman to exert influence
|a period of several months or even a year. Without
over dianges in her body which she could not control
Ithis body .of knowledge, the isolated woman, who
before, in order to eliminate occasional discomfort or
-generally has little or no familiarity with her own
inconvenience or an unwanted pregnancy.
body, is risking the dangers commonly «Moated
'With self-abortion.

we know of menstrual extractions that
8-1 Lonaine Rothman, one of the ori^l mem
done with compiete safety and success up “ “8^"
bers of the group which developed menstruri eatracnine weeks after the last period. If the group hM been
don, invented the Del-Em. After years of bemg a
doing self-examination consistently, they will be very
?S? with the size and pUcem«t of the umrus and
hous^e, raiang four children and numerous ptrts
and working around her husband s biology Ub, Bndthere will be much less chance of
„
■ ing the components she needed was easy. She took a
8-Z The menstrual extraction usually t^» piace
Mason jar from her pantry, a large st^per, some
on the flrit day of a woman’s expected
aquarium tubing and a 50-cc. syringe. She mde m- . eral hours after her period starts. It can be done m
qhiries at industrial supply houses and found a onecomfortable surroundings, often m »>!'
wav bypass valve, which prevents air from returning
home. One or more experienced women in
onre it has pas^ throng. The total
was just a
do a uterine size check to determme the size and pil
few dollars, it woiked, and anyone could make one. A
lion of the uterus, so that the group does not find ■
Idt similar to this one is currenUy bemg marketed for
itself dealing svith a more advanced pregnan^ than
use in physician’s offices. This iUustratton shows the
they me prepared for. Such a case could result in an
basic sup^^^d equipment needed for menstrual
inSmpler atraction. which usually involves resortinTto medical personnel who have acceffl to ffie
women report that their best ex[«nencM
ms^aiy equipment and skills to complete the prowith menstrual estracUon have Uken plaM su weeh
cedure^
aner their last period, give or take a week. However.

Wearing a surgeon's plastic glove, one woman in
serts her index and middle fingers into the vagina.
Pressing down on the abdomen just above' the pubic
hairline, she can feel the outline of the ntems between
her hands. In earty pregnancy, the uterus is usually
the size of an unshelled walnut, and firm.
8-3 The woman who is having the extraction then
inserts her own speculum and checks her cervix with a
mirror. Then the other members of the group check it
also. If she is pregnant, her cervix might very well be
pufiy and have a bluish tint. This change usually ocons in the first three months of pregnanQ'.
It is very important to the group to have informaturn about the woman’s menstrual cycle and her past
experiences with menstrual extraction, irritations or
infections or signs of pregnan^. Although the whole
group should evaluate this information before proceedhig. the final decision to proceed is always left to

the woman who is having the extraction, provided she
is suffidently familiar with the technique to evaluate
the informatiem.
8-4 The next step is to pump up the vacuum in the
Dcl-Em. Some women prefer to htftrc the vacuum es
tablished before the cannula is inserted and this can
be done by pinching the tube attached to the valve.
Othen prefer the suction to be built up slowly after
the cannula is inserted into the uterus. If the woman
decides to use the stabilizer, which looks like a pair of
tweezers, it is attached to the cervix at this point The
stalnlizer is used to keep the cervix from moving.
8-5 The caimula is now inserted careftiUy through
the cervical canal into the woman's uterus. With the
size four or five cannula, there is normally no need for
dilation (stretching of the canal). The woman holding
the cannula will feel it pass through the inner cervical
opening and know the cannula tip is in the uterus.

S-6 If the cannula does not go in easily* it is help
ful to grasp it with the 0-ring forceps to give it more
stabili^.
8-7 When the cannula is in the uterus, the woman
ddng the extraction turns the cannula first in a clock
wise direction, ‘ then in the opposite direction, and
moves it forward and back as well, to make sure she is
piddng.up all of the uterine material.
The wcMnan having the extraction should always be
in controL If her aamps are too heavy or>if she feels
too uncomfortable, she can ask that the extraction be
stopped.
8-4 If a pregnancy has been interrupted, it is im
portant dial the extraction be complete. This can usu
ally be detennined ^ the wom^, who will feel the
stronger cram|^^ that indicates the emptied uterus is
contracting doim to its usual size. The woman hold
ing the cannula will usually notice a difference also.
T^ cannula is harder to move in and out, and the
interior of the uterus, which at first felt smooth, feels

tough, something like a washboard.' when it is empty.
The contents of the uterus—blood, clots or gnmil bits
of tissue—are examined in a shallow dish or
If
diotionic villi, the yellowish matmal with branchlike
structures which is
beginning of the placenta, are
present, then it is a good sign that the menstrual ex
traction ended the pregnancy.
After menstrual extraction in which the woman was
pregnant, the group stays in phone contact. If the
woman thinks that she is still pregnant, the group
may decide to repeat the procedure. In those rare in
stances ahen there are any signs of an infection, such
as fever or discharge, heavy bleeding or pain and ten
derness in the pelvic area, she must consult a physi
cian immediately to obtiiin antibiotics since untreated
uterine infections can be quite severe. She will know
that the menstrual extraction was complete if the
signs of pregnancy are gone with a few days and any
minor cramping or bleeding has disappeared.
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MENSTRUAL REGULATION
IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD
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At ^ same Itoe thatm^tmal eKtractlon was developing
In California. InUsmatlonal feni% piann^ activists began
using a nearty Identical method of fertility control in devel
oping countries. The technique has had a variety of
names: “mlnlsuctlon." “menstrual inductfon.* and “men
strual aspiration.” However, the term most widely used
today is menstrual regulation (MR). I4kermenstrual> extrac
tion, the procedure Is often done; without a .laboratory test
to confirm pregnancy. MR can also be used for teaching
women about their anatomy and fertility, diagnnaing
uterine cancer, menstrual disorders, and infertiUtyv and for
completing self-induced or lncomplete:abortl(ma.
■One distinctive difference between! the practices of
menstrual regulation and menstrual eictraf»tion is, in the
equipment used. 'Ihe .PelTRM^** used in.men^Eual extrac
tion is individually assembled, while the kit

in men

strual regulation is commercially landuced and
With this kit, the uterine contents are auctioned directly
through the caimula Into a s/rlnge, while, with the DclEm™, the contents are suptioned through'the
a plastic Uibeabout two feet long into a colfeptlon Jar.
E^arly on. It became dear to medical profesaianals
and family planning experts that paramedics and lay
people with even minimal educatipm could leam to
hand-generated suction devices, safely and effeetlvely.
Today, tralning.in most countries-typicalty lastS:feQm one
to three weeks, occasionally longer, andls (hpe on both a
formal basis,, indudlng classroom lectures, demonstra-

*Thls device is manu&ctured by the Intematlaiial Projects Assistance
Service (IPAS), P.O. Box 100. Catrboro, NC 27510, (8001334-8446.
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Bangladesh, reports
have already endured childbirth; most s£^ the discomfort
from the procedure is quite tolerable, even without anes^
thesia.
In practice, menstnial regulation is performed up to
eight to 10 weekS'from’ the last peEiod,-but in many coun^ '
tries, the pnK:edure is also <ione up to 12 weeks from the
last menstrual period. There are no reliable statistics on
the rate of incomplete procedures in Bangladesh or ntbir
countries where MR is hi'use. but the rate c^lncompletes
appears to be low, according to Zarina ‘because “most
women in these countries usua% don't •come hr until they
are eight to ten weeks from their last period, wl^n it is
easier to determine, by ■examining 'tfae- tissue< whether mr
not an implantation has been missed."
Menstrual regulation is practiced throughout Latin
America, Asia, in many African countries, and on a Hn|it<»H

binvery setting in
this techr
nJque has become accessHjje, the con^jUpatUm fate/or sejf-

basis in the Middle East

induced and poorly done abortions has been dramatically
reduced. In Indonesia,, for example, one study foimd that
the rate of septic abortion was 80% higher in areas in
which menstrual regulation (in this case, suction curet
tage) was not available, but that where MR was available,
wards formerly reserved for cases of septic abortion were
no longer necessary.^ Clearly, if menstrual regulation were
employed more widely, the health of numy womert^arid
the lives of many others—would be saved.

IN AN ERA that is hostile to reproductive freedom, men
strual extraction and other home health-care techniques
(see Ch^ter 9) are profomu^ relevant Women may, con-

sciously choose to use menstrual extraction or to fair**
heihs for fertility control for a variety of reasons. When
us^ proper)^, these teclmiques are far safer thn^ child
birth, and can put an end to .&e makeshift methods that
desperate women have often used to prevent imwanted
pregnancies.

